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This is a pretty good cover constructed from Lambskin leather, so the cover is very soft and supple.

However, this combined with the overall construction and elastic interior flaps result in a loose,

flabby fit. In contrast, the cover sold by BeltOutlet is constructed from top grain leather and has

sturdy nylon interior flaps, resulting in a snug, neat fit. While this is a servicable cover for the money,

you can do better for only a few dollars more.

This is a very nice soft black leather cover. It just fits the very BULKY full sized ESV Study Bible

9.6x6.8x2.2", but still has plenty of room for the pens in the side case. It looks like it would nicely fit

large Bibles that were slightly smaller as well (at least 6" X 9"). I would recommend HARD BOUND

Bibles for this case.

I just got this Bible cover yesterday, advertised as genuine leather. This morning when I wiped it

with a leather cleaning cloth to condition it (the same leather cloths I use to clean the leather interior

of my car), the finish came off. The Bible cover is now mottled black and white. I uploaded the

pictures and you can see them along with the seller's photo and product description. Needless to

say, the item will be returned. It gets a zero score from me for quality regardless of the cost.

I am very pleased with the Bible cover I ordered through .com. It is genuine leather, soft, supple,

feels good to the touch, has outside pockets, and an inside pen or pencil holder. The zipper works

smoothly, also. I really do like it! And the delivey service was prompt.

This leather Bible cover is excellent for the price. It is not undersized, and in fact fits my Zondervan

NIV study bible (which is rather thick) perfectly. There is even sufficient room allowed for the Bible

tabsThe cover is black and the color is even throughout. It even smells great, as real leather always

does.The pockets have room for accessories like prayer cards and a pen.I unzipped and rezipped

the zipper pocket with no difficulties.This will be a gift, so I wanted a nice one, and I am quite happy

with it and glad to be able to give it.

I bought this as a gift for a friend whose previous cover was falling apart. She was so pleased with

this one. She especially liked the front pocket and the carry strap. It looked to be well made and I

hope gives her years of use.



I had seen the Footprints Bible case before and this is the first one I have had the chance to buy.It

seems like it is made of very good quality and it has pockets inside to carry papers and pens. The

case is made of leather and has a velcro flap and a handle as well. The case is very strong and

sturdy and I will get some good use out of it. It is in great condition and is convenient to carry around

and easy to hold. It will probably fit most medium size Bibles, and will be easy to clean. The leather

smells real nice, and so all in all it is a very good product that should gets years of use.Aryan

Somers

Perfect fit for my Expositors Study Bible. There is a lot of rhetoric printed in the reviews about the

size of what these covers can hold. My ESB is exactly 6.5 X 9.5 X 2.25 thick. There is still some

room left for writing pads, pens and other Bible study papers. It is just shy of being a "snug" fit and is

no where near being "tight". The exterior pockets are loose and add much more storage capacity.I

would have to say that a "tight" fitting book would measure 6.75 X 9.75 X 2.5 and then you would

still have the outside pockets for storage.The cover is well made with quality stitch work and supple

"glove" leather on all 6 sides. The leather is supple enough that if treated with mink oil it will stretch

to cover slightly larger books.I shopped on-line for a very long time, de-cyphering peoples reviews

and advertisement lingo and this is exactly what I was searching for. The price was excellent!
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